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SUMMARY
Protein structural fluctuations occur over a wide
spatial scale, ranging from minute, picometer-scale
displacements, to large, interdomain motions and
partial unfolding. While large-scale protein structural
changes and their effects on protein function have
been the focus of much recent attention, small-scale
fluctuations have been less well studied, and are
generally assumed to have proportionally smaller
effects. Here we use the bacterial photoreceptor
photoactive yellow protein (PYP) to test if subtle
structural changes do, indeed, imply equally subtle
functional effects. We flash froze crystals of PYP to
trap the protein’s conformational ensemble, and
probed themolecules in this ensemble for their ability
to facilitate PYP’s biological function (i.e., light-
driven isomerization of its chromophore). Our results
indicate that the apparently homogeneous structural
state observed in a 0.82 A˚ crystal structure in fact
comprises an ensemble of conformational states,
in which subpopulations with nearly identical
structures display dramatically different functional
properties.
INTRODUCTION
Driven by random thermal agitation, proteins constantly jump
between a large number of conformational substates. It is gener-
ally accepted, that protein structure determines protein function.
Therefore, each of these jumps also corresponds to a jump bet-
ween different functional states (Frauenfelder et al., 1979, 1991;
Parak, 2003). In other words, any population of protein mole-
cules, although chemically identical, will represent a heteroge-
neous ensemble of rapidly exchanging functional states.
Recent work has emphasized the pervasiveness and func-
tional importance of large-scale, global conformational fluctua-
tions (Eisenmesser et al., 2005; Kern and Zuiderweg, 2003).
But the functional consequences of very small-scale (root-
mean-square deviation [rmsd] << 1 A˚) structural variations has
so far evaded experimental study. First, structural data of the
precision required to study such subtle structural differences
are available for only a very small number of proteins. Second,
at physiological temperatures, closely spaced conformational
states tend to exchange extremely rapidly, making it difficult to
isolate molecules in one of those states and/or to probe their
functional properties.
Here, we utilize the ability of photoreceptor proteins to func-
tion at cryogenic temperatures and the exceptionally high quality
of the crystallographic data obtainable for the bacterial photore-
ceptor photoactive yellow protein (PYP) to study how small-
scale structural fluctuations affect protein function.
Our results indicate that molecules in PYP crystals, despite
their apparent structural homogeneity, show dramatic variations
in molecular function. Active conformational states of PYP that
support double-bond isomerization with high efficiency and
inactive states that fail to undergo isomerization are separated
by minute structural differences, on the scale of only 0.1 A˚. These
results demonstrate that even structural differences, which are
too small to be resolved in most macromolecular structure
experiments, can have profound effects on protein function.
Flash Freezing Traps Ensembles
of Conformational States
Thermally driven fluctuations in protein structure can be des-
cribed as movement on a high-dimensional conformational
energy landscape (Frauenfelder et al., 1979, 1991; Parak,
2003). In this landscape, neighboring conformational states are
separated by energy barriers where the height distribution of
those barriers is quite broad. As protein samples are cooled,
conformational exchange across the large energy barriers
ceases first, and exchange occurs only across successively
smaller barriers (Ansari et al., 1985). Due to the rapidity of cool-
ing, flash freezing proteins in liquid nitrogen not only prevents
exchange across all but the smallest conformational energy
barriers, but—barring a small number of exceptions (Halle,
2004)—also traps conformational ensembles that resemble the
room temperature ensemble (Reat et al., 1998).
Unfortunately, the freezing process that traps the conforma-
tional ensemble also prevents the vast majority of proteins
from performing their function (Rasmussen et al., 1992). For
most proteins, it is therefore next to impossible to simultaneously
trap and assay the functional properties of an ensemble of con-
formational states.
Photoreceptors are the exception. The initial, light-driven,
double-bond isomerizations that trigger signaling in many
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PYP: Structural Microheterogeneity Shapes FunctionTable 1. Data Collection and Refinement Statistics
Individual Data Sets
a1 a29 a27
Data collection
Space group P63 P65 P65
Cell dimensions
a, b, c (A˚) 65.7, 65.7, 40.24 40.62, 40.62, 117.73 40.78, 40.78, 117.58
a, b, g (deg) 90, 90, 120 90, 90, 120 90, 90, 120
Resolution (A˚) 40.00.82 40.01.05 401.2
Rsym 3.1 (44.2) 5.2 (25.6) 3.9 (18.0)
I/sI 45.3 (2.1) 8.8 (1.8) 8.5 (3.9)
Completeness (%) 97.5 (85.7) 91.7 (97.6) 94.4 (91.7)
Redundancy 4.5 3.3 3.1
Refinement
Resolution (A˚) 40.00.82 40.01.05 40.01.2
No. reflections 94180 47848 30819
Rwork/Rfree 12.32/14.37 16.8/18.2 18.3/20.8
No. atomsa 1301 1426 1426
Protein 1134 1308 1308
Ligand/ion 11 11 11
Water 156 107 107
B-factors 12.76 11.4 12.8
Protein 9.4 10.7 12.1
Ligand/ion 5.9 7.7 9.5
Water 23.8 19.6 23.1
Averaged Values for All 126 Data Sets Used in Study
Resolution (A˚) 0.8–1.5
Rsym 5.5 (32.7)
I/sI 8.37 (2.27)
Completeness (%) 97.5 (92.5)
Redundancy 3.7 (3.0)
Values in parentheses represent statistics for data in the highest-resolution shells.
a Includes alternate conformations.biological photoreceptors takes place even at cryogenic temper-
atures (Birge et al., 1988; Imamoto et al., 1996; Schobert et al.,
2002). Importantly, these cryogenic temperatures do not appear
to diminish the efficiency of these reactions (Birge et al., 1988).
Furthermore, chromophore isomerization depends critically on
the intact molecular environment provided by the receptor’s pro-
tein component (Larsen et al., 2004). With photoreceptors one
can therefore cryotrap an ensemble of protein conformational
substates and assay the ability of those trapped states to per-
form their biologically relevant function.
Finally, we would like to preempt concerns that the light acti-
vation of photoreceptors at cryogenic temperatures represents
grossly artificial conditions. The photoisomerization reaction in
photoreceptor proteins occurs on the time scale of hundreds
of femtoseconds (Peteanu et al., 1993) to a few picoseconds
(Devanathan et al., 1999). At this time scale, protein motions
are restricted to very small-scale ‘‘rattling-in-cages’’ motions.
Therefore, once a photon has been absorbed, the isomerization
reaction completes, successfully or unsuccessfully, before the
photoreceptor protein can sample distinct conformational sub-864 Structure 16, 863–872, June 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Ltd All rightsstates. So, on the timescale of the isomerization reaction, the
conformation of the protein is effectively frozen—even at room
temperature.
RESULTS
The bacterial photoreceptor PYP (Baca et al., 1994; Getzoff
et al., 2003; Meyer et al., 1989; Van Beeumen et al., 1993) is
one of the prime experimental systems for studies on biological
light sensing and general questions on protein dynamics
(Bernard et al., 2005; Genick et al., 1997, 1998; Ren et al.,
2001). Specifically, PYP crystals diffract to exceptionally high
resolution (0.82 A˚) (Getzoff et al., 2003) (see Table 1), so that
PYP’s structure can be analyzed in unusual detail. PYP activa-
tion is triggered by the cis-trans photo isomerization of its
para-coumaric acid chromophore (Figure 1A). Cryogenic tem-
peratures do not prevent this isomerization reaction, but block
subsequent structural changes (Imamoto et al., 1996). As a re-
sult, cryogenic flash freezing and subsequent illumination of
PYP crystals leads to the build up of an early photocyclereserved
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PYP: Structural Microheterogeneity Shapes Functionintermediate resembling intermediate I1 (Figure 1B), which can
be observed by X-ray crystallography (Genick et al., 1998; Kort
et al., 2003; Anderson et al., 2004). The structure of this cryotrap-
ped intermediate (Figure 1C, right) showed that chromophore
isomerization occurs via an 180 flip of the thioester link
between the chromophore and the protein. Room temperature
experiments (Ren et al., 2001; Brudler et al., 2001) have since
confirmed that the initial chromophore isomerization reaction in
PYP is essentially identical at cryogenic and room temperatures.
Structural Homogeneity Juxtaposes
Functional Heterogeneity
In our crystallographic studies of the cryotrapped early photo-
cycle intermediate, we made a curious observation: despite
being exposed to a vast excess of photons, no more than
approximately one-third of the molecules in the crystal ever ac-
cumulated in the light-activated state. This result is surprising:
assuming a simple light-driven reaction, continued light activa-
tion should lead to the eventual activation of every molecule.
Notably, at room temperature, this 30% limit on photoactivation
is observed neither in solution (Rubinstenn et al., 1998) nor in
crystals (Genick et al., 1997).
In the context of conformational and functional heterogeneity,
these observations might suggest that a PYP sample contains
two interchanging populations of molecules: one that is able to
facilitate light-driven chromophore isomerization, the other not.
At liquid nitrogen temperature, these two populations cannot
exchange, so, once the population of activatable molecules is
depleted, photoconversion stops. At room temperature, the
depleting population of activatable molecules re-equilibrates
with the nonactivatable population so that, eventually, all mole-
cules undergo isomerization.
This type of functional heterogeneity should be accompanied
by structural or chemical heterogeneity. However, PYP crystals
are the very antithesis of heterogeneity; they contain only one
molecule per asymmetric unit, and the 0.82 A˚ resolution electron
density maps (Getzoff et al., 2003) show no indication of post-
translational modifications or large-scale structural heterogene-
ity around the active site. This juxtaposition of apparent struc-
tural homogeneity and pronounced functional heterogeneity
raises two questions. First, could the observed limit of photoac-
tivation be due to simple experimental limitation, instead of func-
tional heterogeneity? Second, provided that experimental limita-
tions can be excluded, what is the structural basis for the
observed functional heterogeneity?
Here, we present experiments that address both questions.
Our results show that the apparently homogeneous population
of molecules inside a PYP crystal in fact represents two function-
ally distinct populations of molecules. Despite nearly identical
structures, the functional properties of these two populations
differ dramatically.
Limited Photoconversion Is Intrinsic
to Populations of PYP
Obviously, the failure to activate more than30% of molecules in
a PYP crystal is not, per se, an indication of intrinsic functional
heterogeneity. Limited accumulation of the light-activated form
may instead be caused by a variety of extrinsic effects, such as
insufficient exposure to light, functional heterogeneity introduced
by the sample environment, etc. In the following two sections, we
present results that show that extrinsic effects cannot account
for the limited photoconversion at cryogenic temperatures.
Figure 1. Light Response Reaction of PYP
(A) Line drawing of PYP’s para-coumaric acid chromphore and its thioester
linkage to cystein residue 69.
(B) Schematic of room temperature photocycle of PYP adapted from Ujj et al.
(1998). The intermediate trapped by light activation of frozen PYP crystals is
closely related to photocycle intermediate I1.
(C) Active-site structures of PYP in the dark (Getzoff et al., 2003) (left) and the
cryotrapped, light-activated state (Genick et al., 1998) (right). Chromophore
isomerization proceeds by a 180 flip of the thioester linkage that connects
the chromophore to the protein.
(D) Active-site structures of the PYP dark state (yellow) and the light-activated
intermediate (orange) are shown superimposed on a typical Flight  Fdark differ-
ence electron density map calculated with omit phases. The map’s strongest
features are associated with the oxygen (O1) and sulfur atoms (S) of the thio-
ester linkage that connects the chromphore to residue Cys 69.
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PYP: Structural Microheterogeneity Shapes FunctionThe simplest extrinsic cause of limited light activation would
be a lack of light. This possibility could be ruled out easily.
Even gentle illumination (350 pW mm2 at l = 450 nm) saturated
photoconversion of our crystals within minutes (Figure 2A). Fur-
ther light exposure, even for an additional 24 hr, did not signifi-
cantly increase the fraction of activated molecules. The light
dose at which saturation is achieved corresponds to a moderate
stochiometric excess of absorbed photons. At the same time,
the total photon dose deposited in the 24 hr period is well below
PYP’s photochemical damage threshold.
Alternatively, light activation might be limited by optical screen-
ing. Due to their high protein concentration (>800 mg/ml), PYP
crystals are optically dense (0.31 OD units mm1). Therefore,
the surface layer of a PYP crystal might effectively screen the
interior of the crystal so that only molecules at the crystal surface
are activated, thus limiting overall photoconversion. If this were
Figure 2. Light Activation Is Limited to One
Third of All Molecules
(A) Buildup of the light-activated intermediate as
a function of illumination time. The time course of
the buildup can be described by a stretched expo-
nential with a t1/2 of 250 s. Error bars represent
estimated standard deviations as determined by
inversion of the crystallographic matrix in SHELX
(Sheldrick and Schneider, 1997).
(B) Effect of crystal size on the fraction of mole-
cules accumulating in the light-activated state.
(C) Thermal decay of the light-activated inter-
mediate at a temperature as a function of time
(T = 100K). Error bars represent estimated stan-
dard deviations as determined by inversion of
the crystallographic matrix in SHELX (Sheldrick
and Schneider, 1997).
(D) Fraction of PYP molecules that can be accu-
mulated in the light-activated intermediate as
a function of temperature.
(E) Excitation and emission spectra of fluores-
cence emitted from a cryogenically cooled, light-
activated PYP crystal.
(F) The top panel presents the absorption spec-
trum of dark-adapted PYP (solid line) and scaled
fluorescence excitation spectrum of the light-acti-
vated intermediate (solid dots). The fraction of
molecules accumulating in the intermediate are
a function of the wavelength used for activation.
The continuous line shows the fraction of mole-
cules predicted to accumulate based on a simple
photochemical equilibrium and the absorption
spectra shown in the top panel. The solid circles
show the fraction of accumulated intermediate ob-
served by X-ray crystallography. Error bars repre-
sent the standard deviation of the relative peak
electron density values (positive and negative) of
the thioester oxygen and sulfur atoms in Fdark-Flight
electron density maps.
so, the fraction of molecules accumulat-
ing in the light-activated intermediate
should depend on crystal size. Specifi-
cally, for a 300 mm diameter PYP crystal,
an overall conversion of 30% would re-
quire the activation of all molecules in
a 25 mm-thick outer layer of the crystal. Consequently, a crystal
with a 50 mm (i.e., 2 3 25 mm) diameter should allow activation
of 100% of the molecules. However, the results in Figure 2B
show that photoconversion saturates at 30%, independent of
crystal size, excluding optical screening and other crystal size-
based effects as the cause for the limited photoconversion.
Alternatively, limited photoconversion could be explained
by a dynamic equilibrium between light-driven formation and
thermal decay of the intermediate. However, under our experi-
mental conditions, the light-activated state’s buildup is quite
rapid, while its decay is very slow (Figure 2C). This disparity in
rates rules out the simple dynamic equilibrium model. Much
more broadly, the results also exclude any kinetic model, in
which an arbitrarily complex network of unimolecular light-driven
and non-light-driven reactions converts a homogeneous popula-
tion of PYP molecules from the dark-adapted state into the
866 Structure 16, 863–872, June 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved
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of reactions facilitates the thermal back reaction.
To test whether the apparent functional heterogeneity of PYP
molecules observed in our experiments was somehow induced
by the crystal environment, we performed the activation experi-
ments on PYP crystals of two different spacegroups (P63 and
P65). Despite their entirely different molecular packing arrange-
ment, light activation is limited to 30% in both crystal forms.
Experiments on cryocooled solutions of PYP have further shown
(Imamoto et al., 1996) that the 30% limit of photoconversion is
a general phenomenon, and not limited to crystalline samples.
We also tested the effect of temperature (Figure 2D) and found
that, for temperatures ranging from 100K to 190K, photo conver-
sion was essentially independent of temperature.
Testing the Photochemical Equilibrium Hypothesis
Finally, photoconversion may be limited by a photochemical
equilibrium. Early photocycle intermediates, like the one trapped
in our study, are often highly light sensitive themselves. So light,
meant to drive the formation of the activated state, may simulta-
neously drive the return of that activated state back to the dark
state. Starting from a dark-adapted crystal, light will initially drive
the accumulation of the activated state. But the accumulation
of the activated state also increases the chance that a molecule
in the activated state absorbs another photon and is thereby
driven back to the dark-adapted state. At some point, the acti-
vated state will have accumulated to the point at which the rates
of its light-driven build-up and decay reactions match. At this
point, the two interconverting states are said to be in photo-
chemical equilibrium, and a further increase in the intensity or
duration of light exposure leads to no additional increase in the
fraction of molecules in the light-activated state. Could a photo-
chemical equilibrium be the reason for the limited photoconver-
sion of PYP molecules?
While a photochemical equilibrium is quite simple, concep-
tually, the reader will see that ruling out a photochemical
equilibrium as the reason for limited photoconversion is rather
complicated and subject to many caveats. The photochemical
equilibrium model predicts that the fraction of molecules accu-
mulating in the intermediate state (Factivated) should depend
strongly on the wavelength of the activating light. Quantitatively,
this relationship is described by:
FactivatedðlÞ= ½I½I+ ½P=
3PðlÞ$qP/I
3PðlÞ$qP/I + 3IðlÞ$qI/P; (1)
where [P] and [I] are the concentration of molecules in the dark-
adapted and the light-activated state, respectively, qI/P and
qP/I are the quantum yields for the two competing reactions,
and 3I and 3P are the extinction coefficients of the two states at
a given wavelength, l.
Therefore, if the absorption spectra and quantum yields for
both the dark-adapted and light-activated states are known,
the fraction of molecules accumulated in the light-activated inter-
mediate can be predicted as a function of the wavelength of ac-
tivating light. Comparison of the predicted and experimentally
observed occupancy-versus-wavelength curves then allows
one to determine whether a photochemical equilibrium mecha-
nism can account for the observed limit of photoconversion.StructureThe absorption spectrum of cryogenically frozen, dark-adap-
ted samples of PYP is known, and is essentially identical to
that of dark-adapted PYP at room temperature (Imamoto et al.,
1996). Since cryotrapping can generate a variety of structurally
related, but spectrally distinct states (Imamoto et al., 1996;
Anderson et al., 2004), we needed to determine the spectral
properties of the intermediate accumulating under our specific
experimental conditions. Determining UV-visible absorption
spectra of light-activated intermediates in crystals as optically
dense as those of PYP and as large as those employed in our
study—particularly at liquid nitrogen temperatures—is techni-
cally extremely challenging (Coureux and Genick, 2007) and
correspondingly unreliable. Fortunately, build up of the light-
activated intermediate in PYP crystals coincides with the gener-
ation of noticeable fluorescence emission from the crystal.
Single-crystal fluorescence spectroscopy (Bourgeois et al.,
2002; Weik et al., 2004; Coureux and Genick, 2007) does not suf-
fer from the technical limitations of the equivalent absorption
measurements, and we were able to record high-quality emis-
sion and excitation spectra (Figure 2E) of PYP crystals under
the same experimental conditions, under which we performed
our crystallographic experiments. The excitation spectrum of
the crystals’ fluorescence matches the absorption spectrum of
the known PYP photocycle intermediate PYPB (Imamoto et al.,
1996). Despite this agreement between the spectra, it could, in
principle, be possible that the recorded fluorescence spectrum
did not belong to the observed structural intermediate; instead,
it might belong to a very minor, but highly fluorescent molecular
species. To verify that the accumulating structural state indeed
corresponds to PYPB, we performed a light-reversion experi-
ment (see Figure S1 in the Supplemental Data available with
this article online). A dark-adapted crystal was exposed to satu-
rating levels of 446 nm light, and accumulation of the activated
intermediate was verified via a F446nm-Fdark difference map.
The light-activated crystal was then exposed to an equivalent
dose of light absorbed selectively by PYPB (490 nm). The result-
ing F490nm-F446nm map showed that the 490 nm light efficiently
converted the accumulated intermediate back to the dark-adap-
ted state. A subsequent second exposure to 446 nm light again
accumulated the light-activated intermediate, again saturating at
30% of photoactivation. These results provide further support
that the structural state we observe in our freeze trapping exper-
iments is dominated by the intermediate PYPB. This assignment
of our intermediate to a known intermediate with a known
absorption spectrum then allowed us to determine the relative
scale of the absorption spectra for the dark and light-activated
state (Figure 2F, top panel).
Given the substantial (40 nm) separation of the spectral
bands for PYP’s dark (lmax = 446 nm) and light-activated (lmax =
488 nm) states, as well as the extinction coefficient of the
light-activated intermediate, it seems extremely unlikely that
a photochemical equilibrium could be the cause for the observed
30% limit on photoconversion. To quantify this qualitative im-
pression, we used Equation 1 to calculate the predicted fraction
of light-activated molecules as a function of wavelength, assum-
ing that the quantum yields of the forward and reverse reaction
are identical (Figure 2F, lower panel). We then exposed PYP
crystals to saturating doses of light across a range of wave-
lengths, and determined the fraction of molecules accumulated16, 863–872, June 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 867
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(Figure 2F, lower panel). The predicted and observed curves
clearly do not match! Across the entire wavelength range, the
experimentally observed level of conversion is much lower
than that predicted by the photochemical equilibrium model.
However, the shapes of the two curves—specifically the wave-
length, at which the two curves fall to half maximal levels—are
nearly identical.
These results are inconsistent with a model in which photocon-
version is limited by a simple photochemical equilibrium. Specif-
ically, in the simple photochemical equilibrium model, it is not
possible to obtain the observed occupancy-versus-wavelength
curve (Figure 2F) by adjusting the relative quantum yields of the
two light-driven reactions (i.e., the sole parameter in the model
for which we have no experimental value). Increasing the ratio
of quantum yields for the I/P and P/I reaction in Equation 1
not only lowers the maximal level of conversion, but simulta-
neously shifts the wavelength where the occupancy versus
wavelength curve drops to its half-maximal value. In order to
achieve the experimentally observed 30% fraction of conver-
sion, one would have to assume that the quantum yield of the
I/P reaction is 20 times greater than that of the P/I reaction,
which, in itself, is contradictory to our observation that the reiso-
merization of the activated intermediate with 490 nm light has
a comparable efficiency to that of the P/I reaction (see above).
Even then, the occupancy-versus-wavelength curve predicted
for this ratio of quantum yields would drop to half of its peak value
at 460 nm, while the experimentally observed wavelength for half-
maximal conversion is 475 nm (Figure 2E, lower panel). In sum-
mary, a photochemical equilibrium mechanism cannot account
for the observed 30% limit of photoconversion. At the same
time, these results are entirely consistent with a model in which
dark-state PYP crystals contain a 30%/70% mix of two popula-
tions of molecules—one light activatable, the other not—and
where the accumulating intermediate is dominated by PYPB.
To conclude, the results presented above demonstrate that
the failure of 70% of molecules to undergo the PYP’s light-
sensing reaction is not due to extrinsic, experimental limitations,
but instead is intrinsic to populations of PYP molecules at cryo-
genic temperatures.
In principle, it should be relatively easy to test our proposed
hypothesis of two cryogenically trapped populations of PYP mol-
ecules—one active, and one inactive. Simple warming of the
crystal above the glass transition temperature should allow the
equilibration between the two active and inactive states. After
refreezing and reilluminating the sample, the newly replenished
population of active PYP molecules should then be able to
undergo isomerization and, by repeating this cycle, we should
eventually accumulate all PYP molecules in the activated state.
Unfortunately, temperatures that would allow re-equilibration
of active and inactive states also permit the PYP’s progression
through the photocycle. Since PYP completes its photocycle
on the millisecond time scale, even rapid thawing and freezing
simply results in the crystals returning to the dark-adapted state
(data not shown).
Conformational Heterogeneity in the PYP Active Site
With the elimination of extrinsic factors, intrinsic sample hetero-
geneity (i.e., the presence of two populations of PYP mole-868 Structure 16, 863–872, June 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Ltd All rights rcules—one light-activatable and the other not) is the remaining
plausible explanation for the limited photoconversion observed
in our experiments. However, as we pointed out in the Introduc-
tion, the structural variability among PYP molecules in the crys-
tals is limited to small-scale displacements. The crystallographic
B-factors in the active site are below 10 A˚2, which corresponds
to rmsd of less than 0.36 A˚. If our hypothesis of two coexisting
active and inactive states is correct, the two states would have
to be contained within this very constrained conformational en-
velope. As a consequence, any structural difference between
the two populations would have to be << 1 A˚. Clearly, our crys-
tallographic data, even at 0.82 A˚ resolution, could not resolve
such closely spaced conformational populations. However, light
activation of PYP crystals triggers the photoreaction only in
those PYP molecules that belong to the light-activatable popula-
tion. Light activation should, therefore, lead to the selective
depletion of the light-activatable conformation, and such selec-
tive depletion might be observable—even when the structural
difference between the two populations is substantially smaller
than the resolution limit of the data. Such a depletion signal
would be easiest to observe on atoms, which strongly scatter
X-rays (i.e., atoms from heavy elements), which, during the
light-driven reaction, move by a distance greater than their
atomic diameter and for which the space vacated during the
isomerization reaction is not taken up by another atom from
the light-activated conformation. The sulfur atom in the thioester
linkage connecting PYP’s chromophore to the protein fulfills all
of these criteria, and indeed, omit maps of the electron density
surrounding the sulfur position calculated for the dark-adapted
and light-activated state show selective depletion of electron
density (Figures 3B, 3D, and 3E). Based on the relative shift be-
tween the isocontour surfaces in electron density maps of the
dark and light-activated states, we estimate that the structural
differences between the selectively depleted and remaining
population of molecules is on the order of 10–20 pm (i.e.,
0.1–0.2 A˚).
Clearly, the above analysis of electron density maps is pushing
protein crystallographic data to its limits, and routine statistical
methods to assess the reliability of crystallographic data are of
little use here. Therefore, to convince ourselves that the
observed depletion is no artifact, we performed the same analy-
sis for the three highest-quality data sets in our study (Table 1),
including data sets from both the P63 and P65 space group.
The location and magnitude of the depletion signal was similar
in these three data sets and, as expected, the difference was
most pronounced in the highest-resolution data set. The
observed minor variation in the exact location of the area of max-
imal depletion falls well within the range expected based on
experimental noise, differences in resolution, and systematic dif-
ference between the two crystal forms. To further check that the
observed electron density changes were not the result of non-
specific effects of light activation on the crystal as a whole, we
calculated omit maps equivalent to those shown in Figure 3 for
the sulfur atom of methionine 109 (Figure 3F). Met109 is not in-
volved in the initial light-sensing reaction, and is located 10 A˚
away from the active site. Met109’s three-dimensional coordi-
nate also has a substantial z component, which, in PYP’s polar
crystallographic spacegroup, makes it a sensitive reporter for
artifacts that might have been caused by unit cell changes.eserved
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Met109 then indicates that the effects observed around the
chromophore’s sulfur atom are the result of specific effects in
the active site. Finally we generated Fcalc dark and light electron
density maps of the tioester sulfur with our refined atomic
models for the dark-adapted structure and a 70/30 mix of the
dark and light-activated structures, both with the same omit
phases that we used in the calculation of experimental maps.
These simulated maps (Figure S2) superimpose perfectly, indi-
cating that the depletion of electron density observed in our
experimental data was not due to thresholding artifacts or to
electron density from the light-activated state ‘‘bleeding’’ into
the sulfur atom’s density. In summary, light-activation of PYP
crystals leads to the selective depletion of electron density
around the thioester sulfur atoms of PYP. This depletion is
observed consistently across multiple crystals and crystal forms,
and plausible sources of artifacts were tested and could be
excluded.
DISCUSSION
A Structural Basis for Differences in Reactivity
The data presented in the preceding sections show that func-
tional heterogeneity (i.e., the coexistence of photochemically
active and inactive molecules) is intrinsic to populations of PYP
molecules. The data further indicate that these active and inac-
tive states of PYP are contained within a very tight conforma-
tional envelope, with differences in the atomic coordinates of
the two states no larger than 0.1–0.2 A˚.
How could such small structural differences account for such
dramatic differences in a molecules’ ability to facilitate chromo-
phore isomerization? Ultra-high-resolution crystallography has
indicated that active-site atoms in dark-adapted PYP (Getzoff
et al., 2003) crystals show preferred atomic excursions along
the expected trajectory of the light-driven chromophore isomer-
ization reaction (see also Figure 1C). This preferred displacement
is clearly visible in the strongly anisotropic shape of the electron
density distributions of the thioester sulfur (Figure 3B) and oxy-
gen atom (Figure 3C). Based on first-principles considerations
of molecular packing and steric hindrance, one would expect
that those PYP molecules in which atomic coordinates are dis-
placed furthest along the reaction trajectory would undergo
light-driven isomerization more efficiently. In turn, this means
that the specific depletion of electron density should occur at
the edge of the atom’s electron density distribution that is fur-
thest along the reaction trajectory. Figure 3A indicates the
atomic trajectories for the sulfur and oxygen atoms of the chro-
mophore thioester linkage during chromophore isomerization.
Indeed, the observed selective depletion of electron density
around the sulfur atoms (Figures 3B, 3D, and 3E) is consistent
with the selective depletion of substates further along the isom-
erization trajectory. In our highest-resolution data set, a similar
depletion of electron density from the leading edge of the elec-
tron density distribution is also visible around the thioester oxy-
gen atom (Figure 3C), further supporting the idea that those PYP
molecules furthest along the reaction trajectory undergo light
activation much more efficiently.
We suspect that two factors facilitate the efficiency of the light-
sensing reaction in the selectively depleted population of PYP
molecules. First, the isomerization reaction takes place in the
tightly packed interior of a protein. Analysis of atomic displace-
ments in the PYP active site showed that the displacement of
the chromophore’s thioester linkage along the reaction trajectory
is coupled to the opening of a tight passage, through which the
thioester oxygen atom must pass during the isomerization reac-
tion (Getzoff et al., 2003). In molecules in which the thioester
oxygen is furthest along the trajectory, this passage will be wid-
est, thus favoring efficient double-bond isomerization. Second,
chromophore isomerization leads to the breaking of a hydrogen
Figure 3. Light Activation Leads to the Selective Depletion of
Dark-State Electron Density
(A) A stick drawing of the chromophore. The arrows indicate the expected
trajectories of the thioester oxygen and sulfur atom during the light-driven
chromophore isomerization reaction.
(B–E) The views shown correspond roughly to that of the top view. Electron
densities are shown as omit electron density maps of individual atoms. The
electron density before light activation is shown in cyan, and the electron den-
sity remaining after depletion of the light-activatable substates is shown in red.
The electron density maps were contoured such that the diameter of the map
corresponds to 1/2 of the atomic diameter. The maps for the light-activated
state were then contoured so that the two maps just touch. This procedure
provides an unbiased way of observing the selective depletion of electron den-
sity. (B and C) The electron density distributions around the chromophore thio-
ester linkage’s sulfur and oxygen atoms, respectively (dmax = 0.82 A˚; space
group P63). (D and E) The equivalent maps around the sulfur atoms calculated
from the two highest-resolution data sets obtained for crystals in space group
P65 (dmax = 1.2 A˚). As a control, we show in (F) equivalent dark and light maps
calculated for the sulfur atom of Met109. Met109 is not involved in the chromo-
phore isomerization reaction and shows no selective depletion of electron
density.
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(Figure 1C). In the population of PYP molecules that is able to
undergo light activation, this hydrogen bond is significantly
stretched and distorted from ideal geometry. Weakening of this
hydrogen bond would lower one of the energetic barriers of the
reaction and thereby facilitate chromophore isomerization.
This second mechanism has recently been suggested indepen-
dently based on ultrafast spectroscopy experiments on PYP
(van Wilderen et al., 2006).
Since the structural differences that separate active from inac-
tive conformations are so small, the structural nature of the
energy barrier that prevents the exchange between these con-
formations is not readily apparent. This is particularly surprising
because, during the course of the experiment, the chromophore
of the inactive conformation will be repeatedly ‘‘shaken’’ by the
energy of the absorbed photons. The fact that exchange
between active and inactive conformations does not occur
then suggests that the structural differences in the immediate
vicinity of the chromophore’s thioester linkage, which are directly
responsible for the difference in reactivity, may be coupled to
structural differences in the surrounding protein. The energetic
barriers could then lie in these coupled structural differences,
possibly in the second or third shell of residues surrounding
the active site. These atoms might affect the efficiency of chro-
mophore isomerization, but their coordinates do not actually
change during that reaction. Correspondingly, those regions
would not be expected to show the type of selective depletion
of electron density that we observe in the chromophore atoms
themselves.
Conclusions
Our results indicate that, despite appearing homogeneous in
ultra-high-resolution crystallographic electron density maps,
the population of molecules in a dark-adapted PYP crystal in
fact consists of two populations of PYP molecules with drasti-
cally different functional properties. One population, containing
approximately one-third of the molecules, readily supports
light-driven chromophore isomerization, while the remaining
molecules are essentially inert to light activation. Formation of
the light-activated intermediate is accompanied by the selective
depletion of PYP molecules, in which active-site atoms are dis-
placed furthest along the expected reaction trajectory. The
structural differences that distinguish the highly reactive popula-
tions and the remaining—essentially inactive—populations are
on the scale of only 0.1–0.2 A˚. It is particularly significant that
the dominant conformational state of PYP (i.e., the conforma-
tional state corresponding to the coordinates deposited in the
Protein Data Bank [PDB]) appears to fall into the population of
molecules unable to support chromophore isomerization.
Thus, our results add PYP to a growing number of protein sys-
tems in which seemingly homogeneous populations of mole-
cules consist of dynamically exchanging subpopulations with
differing activity (English et al., 2006; Lu et al., 1998; Silberberg
et al., 1996; Zhuang et al., 2002). Our results show that the struc-
tural differences responsible for such functional heterogeneity
can be exceedingly small.
The implication of our results for the broader field of structural
biology is that samples, while appearing to be homogeneous by
X-ray and NMR structure analysis, may be composed of sub-870 Structure 16, 863–872, June 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Ltd All rightspopulations with very different functional properties. Explicitly,
our results provide a striking counter example to the assumption
that subtle structural differences correspond to subtle functional
differences. The results further suggest that, in trying to establish
a quantitative link between a protein’s structure and molecular
function, it will be necessary to consider not only a protein’s
‘‘average’’ structure, but also the entire ensemble of conforma-
tional states contained within the envelope of experimental
uncertainty.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Protein Crystallization
PYP was expressed and purified following a published protocol (Kyndt et al.,
2003). Crystals in space group P63 (Borgstahl et al., 1995) and P65 (van Aalten
et al., 2000) were grown as previously described. Crystals were adapted to the
dark and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen.
Cryotrapping and X-Ray Diffraction Experiments
With the exception of a ‘‘dark-light’’ pair of ultra-high-resolution data sets
recorded previously (Genick et al., 1998; Getzoff et al., 2003), all data
used in the current study were collected on beamline X6A of the National
Synchrotron Light Source (Brookhaven National Laboratory). In order to
avoid crystal-to-crystal scaling artifacts, we collected a ‘‘dark’’ dataset fol-
lowed by one or multiple ‘‘light-activated’’ datasets for each crystal. Activa-
tion light was provided by a 75W Xenon Arc lamp (Ushio), coupled to
a monochromator (PTI, Birmingham, NJ). A 10 nm band of wavelength
was delivered to the sample through an optical fiber and a focusing lens
assembly generating a 2 mm focal spot at the sample. The average pho-
ton flux in this focal spot was 350 pW/mm2 across the entire wavelength
range used. The wavelength of excitation light and duration of light exposure
varied from 408 nm to 490 nm and 5 s to 24 hr, respectively, as described in
the main text. Diffraction data were processed with MOSFLM (Leslie, 1992)
and SCALA (Evans, 2006). In total, 126 datasets, ranging in resolution from
1.5 to 0.82 A˚, were collected and analyzed. The resolution and quality of the
dark-adapted and light-activated data sets from the same crystal were
essentially identical.
To exclude the possible presence of X-ray radiation damage, we performed
the following tests. At the end of experiments involving the collection of multi-
ple dark and light-activated data sets from a single crystal, the crystal was rap-
idly thawed and refrozen, and a final data set was recorded. The resulting
maps were compared with maps from the first dark-adapted data set. In con-
trast to previous reports (Kort et al., 2004), we observed no evidence for radi-
ation damage. We suspect that this difference is due to the very bright X-ray
source (ID14 at ESRF) used by Kort and colleagues.
Crystallographic Refinement
Structure refinement started from PDB coordinates 1NWZ and was performed
with REFMAC (Murshudov et al., 1997) and SHELXL (Sheldrick and Schneider,
1997) (the structures described in this manuscript are available in the PDB,
previously deposited under codes 1NZW and 3PYP). The fraction of molecules
in the light-activated state was assessed by three methods: (1) full crystallo-
graphic refinement in SHELXL, where the sum of the occupancy of the two
states was constrained to 1; (2) monitoring the crystallographic R-factor while
systematically varying the chromophore occupancy (the rest of the structure
and atomic B-factors were kept fixed in this analysis); and (3) comparison of
the peak intensity of features associated with the oxygen and sulfur atoms in
the chromophore’s thioester linkage observed in Flight  Fdark difference
maps calculated with omit phases. The estimated errors of the first two
methods are approximately ±5%. The third method provides the most repro-
ducible estimates of occupancy (error approximately ±2%), but provides only
relative occupancies for multiple data sets collected on the same crystal.
Figure S3 shows representative Fo-Fc electron density maps for the dark-
adapted and light-activated state of the crystal. The only significant residual
density is located on the thioester oxygen atom in the dark-adapted state,reserved
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PYP: Structural Microheterogeneity Shapes Functionwhere the highly anisotropic and asymmetric distribution of electron density
(see Figure 3C) cannot be fully accounted for by an anisotropic atom model.
Single-Crystal Fluorescence Spectroscopy
A PYP crystal cooled to 120K in a nitrogen gas-stream cryostat (FR558SH
from Enraf Nonius) was excited with 446 nm light to saturate build up of the
light-activated intermediate. Fluorescence emission from the crystal was col-
lected with a microscope objective and recorded on a linear CCD array detec-
tor (Ocean Optics, Inc). In order to obtain excitation spectra, light-activated
crystals were exposed briefly to monochromatic excitation light of varying
wavelength, and the integral of the resulting emission spectrum—after being
corrected for wavelength-dependent variations of excitation light intensity—
was plotted as a function of wavelength.
Calculation of Expected Conversion Levels from Absorption
Spectra and Quantum Yields
At photochemical equilibrium, the absolute rate, kP/I, for the conversion of
molecules in the dark-adapted state, P, into the light-activated state, I, is equal
to the rate kI/P of the reverse reaction (I/P). Therefore,
kP/I = ½P$3PðlÞ$qP/I$killum:ðlÞ= ½I$3IðlÞ$qI/P$killum:ðlÞ= kI/P;
where q is the quantum yield of the corresponding reaction, killum is a constant
that is specific to the experimental setup (e.g., light intensity, concentration, and
thickness of sample, etc.), 3P and 3I is the molar extinction coefficient of the mol-
ecules in state P and I, respectively, [P] and [I] are the concentrations of mole-
cules in the respective states, and l is the wavelength of the activating light.
Since killum is identical for both reactions we obtain:
½I
½P=
3PðlÞ$qP/I
3IðlÞ$qI/P :
With the absorption spectra (3(l)) of the two molecular species and the quan-
tum yields of the two reactions, we can then calculate Factivated, the fraction of
molecules converted into the light-activated intermediate, I, as a function of
wavelength:
FactivatedðlÞ= ½I½I+ ½P=
3PðlÞ$qP/I
3PðlÞ$qP/I + 3IðlÞ$qI/P:
Selective Depletion of Electron Density
To test whether light activation leads to the selective depletion of electron den-
sity around key active-site atoms, we calculated omit electron density maps of
those atoms with data from the three highest-quality light-dark data set pairs
collected during our studies (Table 1). To avoid artifacts from residual density
of neighboring atoms, electron density maps were contoured such that the iso-
surfaces were well within the van der Waal’s radius of the atom in question.
Electron density maps calculated from data collected on the same crystal fol-
lowing light activation were then contoured such that the isocontours of the
dark and light-activated maps intersected/touched at one point. Maps calcu-
lated in this way consistently displayed the selective depletion of electron den-
sity shown in Figure 3. This effect was independent of the specific choice of
contour level.
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